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Valleys in monolayer transition-metal dichalcogenides seamlessly connect two basic carriers of
quantum information, the electron spin and photon helicity. Lifting the valley degeneracy is an
attractive route to achieve further optelectronic manipulations. However, magnetic field only creates
a very small valley splitting. We propose a strategy to create giant valley splitting by proximityinduced Zeeman effect. Our first principles calculations of monolayer MoTe2 on a EuO substrate
show that valley splitting over 300 meV can be generated. Interband transition energies become
valley dependent, leading to selective spin-photon coupling by optical frequency tuning. The valley
splitting is also continuously tunable by rotating the substrate magnetization. The giant and tunable
valley splitting adds a new dimension to the exploration of novel optoelectronic devices based on
magneto-optical coupling and magnetoelectric coupling.
PACS numbers: 71.70.Ej,73.20.-r,74.45.+c,75.70.Cn

Introduction.— In many kinds of transition-metal
dichalcogenide monolayers, a pair of degenerate valleys
in the band structure give rise to novel valley-contrasting
physics and potential applications. Electrons with a definite spin can be selectively excited by photons with a
given helicity through the valleys, thereby furnishing a
unique interface between the two elementary carriers of
quantum information.1–4 . Valley Hall effect has also been
observed recently, enabling electrical detection and manipulation of the photocurrent5 . Furthermore, electronic
states also possess valley-dependent orbital magnetic moments, which, together with the spin magnetic moment,
provide the opportunities for magnetic control of the valleys and multiple electronic/optoelectronic functionalities based on magnetic effects.
Lifting the valley degeneracy in monolayer transitionmetal dichalcogenides has been achieved under an external magnetic field in a few recent experiments. However, only small valley splitting, 0.1–0.2 meV/tesla, can
be generated6–9 . The perfect two-dimensional structure
of monolayer transition-metal dichalcogenides provides
a convenient platform for electronic-structure modification by proximity effect. In this Letter, we propose magnetic proximity induced giant valley splitting in monolayer molybdenum ditelluride (MoTe2 ). We use first principles calculation to demonstrate that in MoTe2 on europium oxide (EuO) substrate, valley splitting greater
than 300 meV can be generated by an induced Zeeman
field. The proximity coupling makes interband transition
energies valley dependent, enabling selective spin-photon
coupling by optical frequency tuning in addition to circular polarization. We also demonstrate that the proposed
valley splitting is highly tunable. The giant and tunable valley splitting from proximity magnetic effect adds
a readily accessible dimension to the valley-spin physics,
gives rise to magneto-optical coupling and magnetoelectric coupling, which offers a practical avenue for exploring

novel device paradigms.
MoTe2 /EuO heterostructure.— The structure of
monolayer transition-metal dichalcogenide, MX2 (M =
Mo, W and X=S, Se and Te), is shown in Fig. 1(a), which
mimics a two-dimensional honeycomb lattice, where two
lattice sites are respectively occupied by M atom and a
pair of X atoms. Each M is caged by six X atoms forming a trigonal prism (pink triangles in Fig. 1(a)). The
inequivalent K± are the vertices of the hexagonal Brillouin zone (BZ) (Fig.1(b)), where the direct band gaps
are located. Typical low-energy band structure of freestanding monolayer MX2 is shown in Fig. 1(c), where
a pair of valleys related by time-reversal symmetry are
seen to be degenerate.
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FIG. 1. (a) Top view of MX2 monolayer. Pink/yellow spheres
stand for M/X atoms. (b) The Brillouin zone and high symmetry points. (c) and (d) Schematic band structure at two
valleys of monolayer MX2 without/with a Zeeman field, respectively. The electronic states with up/down spins are represented by blue/red lines with arrows ↑/↓.

A first energy scale pertinent to the valley-spin
physics is now introduced, to quantify spin splitting
v/c,τ
v/c,τ
v/c,τ
− E↓
, arising from
within a valley, ∆spin ≡ E↑
spin-orbit coupling (SOC). Here, v and c refer respectively to valence and conduction bands. Valleys, K± ,
are addressed by the index τ = ±1. In the presence of
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time-reversal symmetry, the spin splittings are equal in
magnitude but have opposite signs for two valleys. The
magnitude of the spin splitting of the valence bands (∼
150-500 meV) is typically larger than that of the conduction bands (∼ 3-60meV)10 .
The valley degeneracy is quantified by another enc/v,τ
c/v,τ
c/v,−τ
ergy scale, ∆val ≡ E↑
−E↓
, which is identically
zero in the presence of time-reversal symmetry. Zeeman
field can break time-reversal symmetry and lift the valley
c/v,τ
degeneracy11–14 , whereby ∆val 6= 0, as exemplified in
Fig. 1(d). While the valley splitting under an external
magnetic field only amounts to ∼ 0.1 meV/T6–9 , it is of
importance to develop alternative strategies to achieve a
large valley splitting.
A promising approach to lifting valley degeneracy is
to employ proximity interactions in a heterostructure
composed of monolayer MX2 and an insulating ferromagnetic substrate. Here we study MoTe2 /EuO heterostructure by density functional theory (DFT) calculations1,15–22 . The computational method is detailed in
Supplementary Information23 . This material selection is
based on two considerations. First, EuO is a ferromagnetic semiconductor with a large band gap of more than
1 eV, and offers exchange interaction with ∼ 7 µB spin
moment on each Eu ion24,25 . Second, the lattice mismatch between MoTe2 and EuO (111) substrate is only
2.7%23,26,27 , a reasonable value for a commensurate heterostructure.
We therefore construct MoTe2 /EuO heterostructure
with a slightly strained MoTe2 monolayer placed on the
Eu-terminated surface of EuO (111) substrate composed
of 12 Eu/O atomic layers23, as shown in Fig. 2(a). The
oxygen-terminated surface of EuO is saturated by hydrogen, to model a semi-infinite EuO or EuO film grown
on another substrate25,28 . Structural relaxation reveals
a few stable configurations for MoTe2 /EuO heterostructure, corresponding to relative shifts of these two materials along the (111) plane of EuO23 . In the most stable
configuration, Mo atoms are located directly on the top
of Eu ions, favoring proximity-induced magnetic effects
(Figs. 2 (a-b)), which will be focused upon in subsequent
discussions.
Figs.
2(c) and (d) show band structures of
MoTe2 /EuO heterostructure, with EuO magnetized upward and downward, respectively (see insets). Based on
the fat-band representation, a few bands arise primarily from MoTe2 ranged between -1.5 and 0.5 eV, where
EuO substrate has only minor contribution. Viewing
the MoTe2 bands only, there is a well-defined global
gap ranging from -0.9 to -0.4 eV. The direct gaps at
K± (∼ 0.6 − 0.7 eV) indeed corresponds to valleys of
MoTe2 , which is also supported by the optical selectivity
and Berry curvature of the Bloch bands, to be presented
shortly.
The identification of MoTe2 bands largely free of hybridization with the substrate leads to the key observation that the valley degeneracy of MoTe2 is substantially
lifted. The MoTe2 bands near the gap can be classi-
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FIG. 2. (a) Side view and (b) top view of the heterostructure.
(c) and (d) Band structures with EuO magnetized upward
and downward, respectively. Fat band representation is used
to indicate the projected weights on MoTe2 (blue and red)
and EuO (gray). For the MoTe2 projections, blue/red states
stand for up/down-spin ones, respectively. The energy scale
is zeroed to the Fermi level.

fied as spin up and down, as spin moments near K± are
dominantly out-of-plane, along [111] direction of EuO23 .
Therefore, the valley splitting can be quantified by the
c/v,±
magnitude of ∆val , which are as large as 321-419 meV
(Table I). Moreover, the smallest energies for the band
edge vertical optical transition without spin flip in two
valleys – two channels of the spin-photon coupling – bec,+
come unequal, with ∆+
− E↑v,+ = 886 meV
opt = E↑
c,−
and ∆−
− E↓v,− = 930 meV (Fig. 2 (c)), and
opt = E↓
−
+
∆opt − ∆opt reaches a substantial value 44 meV, equivalent to the splitting by a 440-tesla magnetic field.
Proximity-induced interactions.— It is evident that
proximity-induced interactions lead to a giant valley
splitting in MoTe2 . A low-energy effective Hamiltonian
(LEH) is then constructed to understand such interactions, which reveals the importance of effective Zeeman
and Rashba fields induced by the substrate. The LEH is
composed of four parts, H = H0 + Hsoc + Hex + HR ,
which correspond, respectively, to the orbital interactions, SOC-induced spin-splitting2 , proximity-induced
exchange and Rashba interactions,
H0 = vF (τ σx px + σy py ) +
Hsoc = τ sz (λc σ+ + λv σ− );
Hex = −sz (Bc σ+ + Bv σ− );
HR = λR (τ sy σx − sx σy ).

m
σz ;
2

(1a)
(1b)
(1c)
(1d)

Here, electronic states |ψc , ↑i, |ψvτ , ↑i, |ψc , ↓i and |ψvτ , ↓i
are used as bases. |ψc i = |dz2 i and |ψvτ i = √12 ( dx2 −y2 +
iτ |dxy i) are respectively the wavefunctions of conduction
band minima and valence band maxima at Kτ , which are
composed of different d orbitals of Mo. The Pauli matrices sα and σα (α = 0, x, y, z) refer to real spin and
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TABLE I. Important energy scales of valley and spin, for
MoTe2 monolayer and MoTe2 /EuO heterostructure.
v,−
c,−
Valley splitting (meV) ∆v,+
∆c,+
val
val ∆val ∆val
†
MoTe2 (DFT & LEH)
0
0
0
0
MoTe2 /EuO (DFT)
-342 -386 -321 -419
MoTe2 /EuO (LEH)
-319 -412 -340 -391

Spin splitting (meV)

c,+
v,−
c,−
∆v,+
spin ∆spin ∆spin ∆spin

MoTe2 † (DFT & LEH) 214 -27 -214
27
-168 -449 -496 -356
MoTe2 /EuO (DFT)
MoTe2 /EuO (LEH)
-142 -455 -517 -348
† Free-standing

Discussions.— Proximity-induced valley splitting proposed here is attractive, as it creates giant differences in
various energy scales between the valleys, which will facilitate the access and manipulation of valleys and spins
in MoTe2 /EuO heterostructure. Note that prior to accessing the valleys of MoTe2 , we need tune the chemical
potential into the MoTe2 gap, which may be achieved by
electrical gating or chemical doping. In the ensuing discussions, we will assume that the chemical potential is
already within the MoTe2 gap.
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MoTe2 ; values are identical for DFT and LEH.
E

E

orbital pseudospin, respectively, and σ± ≡ 21 (σ0 ± σz ). p
is the electronic momentum and vF the Fermi velocity.
The spin splitting of the conduction and valence bands
due to intrinsic SOC is determined by parameters λc and
λv , respectively. The effective mass, m, corresponds to
the crystal-field splitting between dz2 and {dxy , dx2 −y2 }
of Mo1,2 . Bc and Bv are effective Zeeman fields experienced by the conduction and valence bands of MoTe2 ,
arising from the exchange coupling with the magnetic
substrate. Low-energy bands of free-standing MX2 (Fig.
1(c)) can be described by H0 + Hsoc 2 .
Hex represents the Zeeman field induced by the substrate, and produces a band structure in Fig. 1(d). The
c/v,τ
valley degeneracy is broken with ∆val = −2Bc/v , which
is independent of the valley index τ . This, however, is
inconsistent with the DFT results (Table I). To account
c/v,τ
for the τ -dependence of ∆val and considering the surface electric field along the (111)-direction, we include
a Rashba term, HR 29 . The Rashba interaction further
hybridizes the valence and conduction bands and mixes
the spin components. Although with the Rashba term,
spin is no longer a good quantum number, the out-ofplane spin components still dominate in the valley rec/v,τ
gion23 . Owing to the Rashba term, ∆val become valleydependent. Moreover, based on the LEH model, we have
v,−τ
∆c,τ
= 2(Bv − Bc ). By comparison with the
val − ∆val
DFT results (Table I), the effective Zeeman fields for the
conduction and valence bands are seen to differ by 30-40
meV, justifying the use of two effective Zeeman fields,
Bc/v , which reflect different effective Landé g-factors for
Bloch states.
Matching the model with DFT band structure of
MoTe2 /EuO leads to a semi-quantitative clarification
of the role of proximity-induced interactions. Among
all fitted parameters in the LEH23 , the Zeeman fields,
Bc = 206 meV and Bv = 170 meV, are gigantic, which
translates to a magnetic field over 2937 tesla. For a comparison, the magnetic field produced by the magnetic
dipoles of a semi-infinite array of Eu ions is only ∼0.007
tesla30 . The Rashba parameter, λR = 72 meV, is also significant. The relevant energy scales from the LEH with
as-determined parameters are in decent agreement with
DFT results, as also summarized in Table I.
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FIG. 3. (a) and (b) Schematic depictions of the anomalous
Hall effects under hole doping and optical pumping, respectively, when EuO is magnetized in the positive [111] direction.
Electrons/holes are indicated by circles −/+, and red/blue
color follows from band colors in Fig. 2. (c) k-resolved non2
Abelian Berry curvature (units Å ) of the valence bands occupied up to the MoTe2 gap of the heterostructure. (d) and
(e) k-resolved optical oscillator strength between the up-spin
valence and conduction bands under left- and right-polarized
lights, respectively. The counterpart of down-spin bands is
similar and not shown.

Owing to a giant valley splitting in Fig. 2(c), we
can selectively create valley polarization with equilibrium
doping. Hole doping will give simple access to valleys of
MoTe2 , whereas electron doping will be interfered by the
substrate’s bands. We will therefore focus on hole doping.
If doping the heterostructure at K− valley (Fig. 2(c)),
the up-spin holes may produce a transversal current under a longitudinal in-plane electric field (Fig. 3(a))31 ,
which arises from the anomalous velocity of Bloch electrons, va ∼ E × Ω(k). Here, Ω(k) is Berry curvature of
Bloch electron31 , and E is the applied electric field. This
anomalous Hall effect is the key to the detection of valleys
by electric measurement5,32,33 . It therefore is desirable
to have sizable Ω(k) especially near valleys of of MoTe2 .
In Fig. 3(c), the calculated Ω(k) is sharply peaked in the
valley region, with opposite signs for K± . Clearly, the
valley identity remains intact apart from the giant valley
splitting and shall display pronounced anomalous Hall effects. It may be remarked that the flux of the spin holes
carries three observable quantities, namely, charge, spin
and valley-dependent orbital magnetic moment, which
can be referred to respectively as anomalous charge, spin
and valley Hall effects32,33 .
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FIG. 4. (a) Band structure from the LEH model (momentum range π/5a around K± , where a is the lattice
constant of MoTe2 ), taking n̂ = (cos θ, 0, sin θ), for θ =
π/2, π/4, 0, −π/4, −π/2. Spin moment of blue/red band is
parallel/antiparallel to the substrate magnetization. (b) Valley splittings as functions of θ.

The valley identity is also associated with valleycontrasting circular dichroism, which is characterized by
the optical oscillator strength under circularly polarized
optical fields, f (k) 23 . As shown in Figs. 3(d-e), despite the giant valley splitting the optical absorption
of MoTe2 /EuO still preserves perfect circular dichroism
near K± valleys. f (k) for left-polarized light is sharply
peaked near K+ , but is vanishingly small near K− , and
vice versa for right-polarized light, which will allow chiral optical pumping induced valley polarization in EuOsupported MoTe2 , similar to free-standing MoTe2 . On
the other hand, the proximity coupling makes interband
transition energies valley-dependent. This will enable
valley selection and corresponding selective spin-photon
coupling by optical frequency tuning, with a photon en−
ergy ~ω satisfying ∆+
opt < ~ω < ∆opt , regardless of light
−
+
polarization. With ∆opt − ∆opt = 44 meV, the valley
selection works over a rather wide spectral range. When
a light within this energy range illuminates the sample,
only electron-hole pairs from the K+ valley are generated,
leading to a net charge/spin/valley Hall current (see Fig.
3 (b)).
The last and very important remark on the proposed
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valley splitting is concerning its tunability. As EuO has
very weak magnetic anisotropy34 , the magnetization direction can be easily rotated by a relatively small magnetic field. As this is a readily accessible experimental
knob, it is useful to discuss how the valley splitting depends on substrate magnetization. This can be accomplished with a straightforward generalization of Eq. (1c),
Hex = −s · n̂(Bc σ+ + Bv σ− ), where n̂ is a unit vector denoting the direction of proximity-induced Zeeman fields
(Bc/v = n̂Bc/v ).
Figs. 4(a) and (b) show the evolution of MoTe2 lowenergy band structure and valley splittings as functions
of the magnetization direction of EuO substrate, respectively. As the magnetization of the substrate is rotated,
the valley splitting changes continuously. When the magnetic field turns from perpendicular to horizontal, valley
splittings for valence bands changes by ∼ 46 − 67 meV,
whereas the counterpart for conduction bands ∼ 3 − 19
meV. The large tunability of valence bands is clearly advantageous, as these bands are unobstructed (Fig. 2 (c)).
Moreover, with the magnetization reversed from upward
to downward, the valley involved in doping and optical
excitation will be changed (Fig. 2(d) and Fig. 4(a)), and
the associated anomalous Hall effects (Figs. 3(a-b)) become reversed, showing unique magneto-optical coupling
and magnetoelectric coupling
Conclusion.— In summary, a general strategy to lift
valley degeneracy in MX2 monolayer is proposed. As
exemplified by computational modeling of MoTe2 /EuO
heterostructure, this approach has several advantages.
First, the valley splitting is giant, much larger than the
band shifts of ∼ 0.1 meV/tesla by an external magnetic field6–9 . Second, the giant valley splitting allows
for access and manipulation of the valley and spin, both
statically and dynamically. Third, the induced valley
splitting is highly tunable. The giant and tunable valley splitting adds a readily accessible dimension to the
valley-spin physics with rich and interesting experimental
consequences, and offers a practical avenue for exploring
novel device paradigms.
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